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Summary

Graphs are mathematical abstractions that are useful for solving many types

of problems in computer science. In this dissertation, when we talk of graphs

we refer to directed graphs (digraphs), which consist of a set of nodes and a

set of edges between the nodes, where each edge has a direction.

Numerous implementations of graphs exist in computer science however,

there is a need for more systematic and complete categorisation of implemen-

tations together with some proof of correctness. Completeness is an issue

because other studies only tend to discuss the useful implementations and

completely or partially ignore the rest. There is also a need for a treatment

of graph representations using triples instead pairs as the base component.

In this dissertation, a solution to each of these deficienciesis presented.

This dissertation is a taxonomic approach towards a comprehensive treat-

ment of digraph representations. The difficulty of comparing implemen-

tations with each other is overcome by a creating a taxonomy of digraph

implementations.

Taxonomising digraph representations requires a systematic analysis of

the two main building blocks of digraphs implementations namely maps and

sets. The analysis presented in the first part of the dissertation includes a

definition of the abstract data types to represent maps and sets together with

 
 
 



a comprehensive and systematic collection of algorithms and data-structures

required for the implementations thereof. These algorithms are then written

and re-written in a common notation and are examined for any essential com-

ponents, differences, variations and common features. Based on this analysis

the maps and sets taxonomies are presented.

After the completion of maps and sets implementation foundations the

dissertation continues with the main contribution: a systematic collection

and implementation of other operators used for the manipulation of the base

triple components of digraphs and the derivation of the the final taxonomy

of digraphs by integrating the maps and sets implementations with the op-

erators on the sets of triples.

With the digraph taxonomy we can finally see relationships between im-

plementations and we also can easily establish their similarities and differ-

ences. Furthermore, the taxonomy is also useful for further discussions, anal-

ysis and visualisation of the complete implementation topography of digraph

implementations.
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Chapter I

Introduction

In this chapter an introduction to the content and structure of this disser-

tation is presented. Graphs are mathematical abstractions that are useful

for solving many types of problems in computer science. Consequently, these

abstractions must also be represented in Computer programs.

Graphs are very powerful tools for creating mathematical models of a wide

variety of situations. Graph theory has been instrumental for analyzing and

solving problems in areas as diverse as computer network design as depicted

by Figure 1.1, urban planning [1)NUOO], and molecular biology with DNA-

Based Nanocomputers [AdI94]. Because of the large diversity of use of graphs,

the field had centuries of research since the research by Euler (1783) and

Hamilton (1865) [Ene!)!)] on this topic.

In more general terms, graphs are mathematical objects that are made of

dots (nodes) connected by lines (edges). In this dissertation we refer to graphs

which are generally discussed in discrete mathematics books. These graphs

consists of a set of nodes, and a set of edges between the nodes. Furthermore,

discussing graphs we always refer to graphs with edges that have labels and

also directions, Le. directed graphs (Digraphs). It is also important to note

 
 
 



that that these graphs have no layout information whatsoever. I.e. any two

graphs are the same as long as the same nodes are connected by the same

edges.

Graphs can be implemented in many ways and implementations tend to

vary as the application of the graph varies. For example, one implementa-

tion could use a Binary Search Tree (BST) for its underlying data-structure

and another would use a linked list. One may ask the question: is there a

best graph implementation? The answer is a very simple no. There is no

best graph implantation that works best for all applications. There could

be however, a best graph implementation for a given context. The more

information we can obtain about the application the more successful im-

plementation is possible. There are programming libraries available which

provide standardised implementation [8te01, JGSL01, Gnlb99].

Graph implementation can cover vast areas: from small graphs compris-

ing only a few nodes and edges to huge graphs like the one used in the

Human Genome Project [Gen02]representing the 3-billion DNA base pairs.

Most likely an implementation that works well for a small graph will not

work well when implemented against the task of searching for genetic code

 
 
 



in the human genome.

How do we insert, retrieve and delete information in these graphs effi-

ciently? The programmed implementation of the graph defines the under-

lying data-structures and policies among other things. The implementation

defines the stored format of data and the method of storage and retrieval.

If we look at all possible implementations we will soon realise that there are

thousands.

At this point, it is important to define what we consider as two different

implementations. Obviously, there are almost infinite implementations of

graphs, a programmer could -for example- create a large number of hash

functions. There is no telling how many hash functions we could create and

we cannot count something that is not quantifiable. We therefore will only

look at structural implementation differences on a higher level.

As a brief introduction to taxonomies we look at a definition as provided

by the online technical dictionary ['nx:OO]:

'Taxonomy (from Greek taxis meaning arrangement or division and nomos

meaning law) is the science of classification according to a pre-determined

system, with the resulting catalogue used to provide a conceptual framework

for discussion, analysis, or information retrieval.'

Using a taxonomy, we can categorise graph implementations and depict

how the branches of implementations are related to each other.

One of the best known taxonomies is the one devised by Linnaeus (1707-

1788) [War~()O],whose taxonomy for biology is still widely used (with modi-

fications). He became known as the Father of Taxonomy. Other interesting

taxonomies are also widely available [Hown5, Alt9G].

 
 
 



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Taxonomy Definitions

A good taxonomy can provide a general overviewof the diversity of graph

representations and the relationships between them. In this dissertation, a

new type of graph taxonomy is proposed. The concluding taxonomy in

this dissertation uses classification according to relations within

the underlying implementations. The benefits of this new type of ar-

rangement are numerous. The taxonomy study will help us identify the

classification, relation, diversity and enumeration of graph implementations.

Classification is the arrangement of graph implementations into groups

with regards to a predetermined system. In this text the system of classi-

fication depends on the method of implementation: First, graph implemen-

tations are categorised on the basis of their underlying Abstract Data Type

(ADT). Then we further refine the categories on the basis data structures

and the numerous implementations thereof. For example: Linked List Maps

and Array Maps have Lists and Arrays as data structures respectively, and

therefore will be two separate categories.

Relationships between the different implementations are identified on

the basis of implementation properties such as their representation invariants

(e.g. sorting), underlying data structures and variance of implementations

within data structures. For example: Linked List Maps and Array Maps are

both related to each other by being unsorted and linearly searchable maps.

This taxonomy enables us to more clearly visualise the diversity of im-

plementations. With the systematic analysis of our taxonomy we can easily

identify the different types of possible implementations and see how one im-

plementation is related to another.

This taxonomy study enables us to enumerate the number of possible

implementations within our own frame of reference. The number of imple-

 
 
 



mentations is important because it provides us with better understanding of

the implementation diversity.

In this dissertation all of the abstract algorithms derived will be presented

in pseudo object pascal. With the object pascal language we can achieve a

well structured and readable code and we can expand on pure pascal (pseudo

pascal) to represent structures only available other languages such as C++.

• Chapter III builds on currently wellknown data-structures and presents

them in a different way from the classic 'class diagram'. The chapter

presents a taxonomy of maps implementations which focuses a sys-

tematic overview of map implementations and structuring them into a

taxonomy.

• Chapter IV similarly to Chapter III, presents a taxonomy of sets im-

plementations.

• Chapter V is discussion of digraphs and its elements together with

the discussion of digraph implementations using maps and sets. The

chapter presents a taxonomy of digraph implementations.

 
 
 



Chapter II

Preliminaries

This dissertation assumes basic mathematical knowledge of discrete math.

This text has been compiled with compliance to the mathematical notational

reference of the book: 'A Logical Approach to Discrete Math' [CS98]. We

will adopt the followinggeneral additional naming conventions:

 
 
 



8 CHAPTER II. PRELIMINARIES

2.2 Typesetting

New terms, foreign words and jargon words will be typeset in an italic shape.

Emphasised words will be typeset in bold font. Programs, algorithms and

code segments will be typeset in typewriter font.

2.3 General Glossary

• Taxonomy: (from Greek taxis meaning arrangement or division and

nomos meaning law) is the science of classification according to a pre-

determined system, with the resulting catalogue used to provide a con-

ceptual framework for discussion, analysis, or information retrieval. In

theory, the development of a good taxonomy takes into account the

importance of separating elements of a group (taxon) into subgroups

(taxa) that are mutually exclusive, unambiguous, and taken together,

include all possibilities. In practice, a good taxonomy should be simple,

easy to remember, and easy to use. ['1'e(;OOJ

• Abstract Data Type (ADT): A mathematically specified collection

of data-storing entities with operations to create, access, change, etc.

instances.

• Concrete Data Structures (CDS): Data structures used to imple-

ment Abstract Data Types.

• Central Processing Unit (CPU) intensive: Normally we refer to a

task as being CPU intensive when some operation requires a relatively

large portion of available processing to complete it.

 
 
 



• Class Invariants (CI): Class invariants express the fundamental in-

tegrity constraints on a class. Some come directly from the axioms of

the underlying abstract data type; others (called representation invari-

ants) express properties that the representation must satisfy to be in

accordance with the ADT specification. [1\ley98]

• Representation Invariants (RI): Representation Invariants express

the fundamental integrity constraints on a particular ADT implemen-

tation. E.g. 'Sorted' is a RI if the data structure must remain sorted

at all times for correct operation.

• AVL tree: Balanced tree named after Russian mathematicians G. M

Adel'son-Vel'skii and E.M. Landis [AVL6:2]who published their first

result on the AVL balancing conditions in 1962.

2.4 Graphs Glossary

• Graph: A graph is made up of nodes connected by edges with labels.

An edge always has a source and a destination node.

• Digraphs or Directed Graph: The direction of the edge is noted,

i.e. there is a difference between an edge's source and target node. A

node can be the source or the target (or both) of any edge.

 
 
 



• Path: A path is a route that one can travel along edges and through

nodes in a graph. In Digraphs we can only travel one way on a edge

(i.e. from source to target).

 
 
 



Chapter III

Maps

3.1 General Introduction to maps

This chapter is a discussion of the followingtopics: the concept of maps, the

implementations of maps and the taxonomy of maps.

The data-structures discussed in this chapter are available from a num-

ber of sources in literature and by no means are presented as something new.

However, it is very important to systematically collect and discuss the ap-

plicable data-structures (of maps) and their implementation before we can

investigate graph implementations. After a comprehensive collection of map

implementations at the end of this chapter we present a map taxonomy tree

based on the implementations and how they are related to each other. This

taxonomy is similar to class diagrams presented in data-structures books

e.g. the class diagram of Preiss (1999) [Pre99] and it is also different from

them in presentation. It is similar because both contain many common ele-

ments such as the names of data-structures. It is different because our focus

is only on maps implementation, instead of presenting data-structure classes

on another level (e.g. a complete class diagram of all data-structures in a

 
 
 



book). Another difference is that our focus is not on the class structure e.g.

linking via inheritance, but rather focusing on common higher level features

like sorted and unsorted implementations.

The taxonomy is presented in a top down manner, however, the construc-

tion process proceeds from bottom up. Each of the algorithms required are

rewritten in a common notation and examined for any essential components,

differences, variations and common features. The common features are then

collected and can be presented together in a taxonomy. Some taxonomy

building techniques were adopted from [\Vat9Z.] (with modifications).

For a quick and simple mathematical explanation of maps let us define

U and V as non empty sets. Let f be a partial function f EU-lt V to

represent a mapping of elements of set U to elements of set V. Note: We

use the same names for mathematics concepts and for the data

types representing them. We can also write dom(f) = U.

Define the domain of (f) = {ul(:3v: v E V: f(u) = v)}. We take U -It V

to be an ADT (also written as map < U, V > in the literature). Figure 3.1

 
 
 



depicts an example of the sets U and V and the map relation between their

elements. In this figure, the elements in U map to elements in V, with no

more than one mapping in V allowed, but not all elements in U require a

mapping to a V, hence the partial function f. We assume that all maps are

from U to V. We will define in this chapter the ADT to represent partial

functions like f and give it four operators:

In programming terms a map is an object that provides a mapping

from a set of key objects to a set of value objects. Let us call the

data-types representing elements of < U, V > in memory U_TYPE and V_TYPE.
Note: U_TYPE and V_TYPE are not defined types since they can be of any

type. However,V_TYPE and U3YPE are usually integer or string as container

types for node identifiers and edge labels of digraphs. We declare U_TYPE and

V_TYPE as type string in the algorithms in this chapter, see Algorithm 3.1.1

. In Algorithm 3.1.2 we define the map class with its four operators. This

class will be used in the rest of the chapter as a base class from which we

can inherit. Note that these algorithms have been tested using the Delphi

compiler.

Algorithm 3.1.1

II Type declaration of U_TYPE and V_TYPE declaration in pseudo code

 
 
 



type
U_TYPE = string;
V_TYPE = string;

II Map Class declaration in pseudo code
type Map = class

public function indom(u:U_TYPE):boolean;virtual;abstract;
public function lookup(u:U_TYPE):V_TYPE;virtual;abstract;
public procedure insert(u:U_TYPE,v:V_TYPE);virtual;abstract;
public procedure remove(u:U_TYPE);virtual;abstract;

end;

3.2 Signatures and conditions

In all cases throughout this chapter, the following pre and post-conditions

hold true and are not given explicitly every time:

1. function indom(u:U_TYPE):bool
pre: true

post: f is unchanged

return: indom(u) = u E dom(f)

2. function lookup(u:U_TYPE):V_TYPE
pre: u E dom(f)

 
 
 



post: f is unchanged

return: lookup(u) = f(u)

3. procedure insert(u:U_TYPE,v:V_TYPE)

pre: u rt. dom(J)

post: f is unchanged, except f(u) = v

4. procedure remove(u:U_TYPE)

pre: u E dom(f)

post: f is unchanged, except u rt. dom(J)

3.3 Unsorted Maps

By definition Unsorted Maps (referred to as UM from now on) must be

traversed in a linear fashion to find the corresponding mapped value. This is

quite inefficient by nature and we will have to traverse O(ldom(J)I) records

before we have a solution. Implementation however is normally quite quick

and straight forward. The implementation of UMs can be done in a number

of ways. The following sections of this chapter will discuss the different ways

UMs can be implemented. There are no fundamental integrity constraints on

UMs. Thus, the top level Representation Invariant (RI) for UMs: none.

Note: this does not mean that all UM implementations do not have any RI,

but rather means the fact that a structure is an UM does not strengthen the
RI.

 
 
 



Policies are implementation techniques that are often specified additionally

as an 'operational feature' of the implementation. Often policies are used

to improve the performance, although this is not a requirement. To further

clarify policies let us consider an example: since searching for an element in

the list happens from the front to the end, it would be more efficient to move

often accessed elements to the front so we can find them fasterl

Note: We refer to current record when we talk about the record that

we are currently using. E.g. current record during the execution of the

lookup operator will change from record to record until we find the u value

we searched for. At this point current record will point to the record with

the requested u.

The following five on-found policies can be applied after the indom and

lookup operators:

• Move to Front: The current record is moved to the front of the data

structure. Used when the elements in the UM are accessed non-randomly

and access repetitions tend to occur.

structure.

1Note: there are scenarios where implementing these policies will have a negative effect

on speed. E.g. if data searches are totally random, the moving of the current record to

the front will be a waste of computation. Totally random data access occurs rarely in real

life scenarios and thus policies work well.

 
 
 



• Move Forwards: The current record is moved towards the front of the

data structure.

• Move Backwards: The current record is moved towards the end of the

data structure.

The function f or map class can be represented using a linked list. Among

the numerous implementations of UMs the linked list is one of the most well

known. A single linked list is a list of mappings, where each mapping is

linked to the next element of the list with a pointer. The element at the

front of the list is often called the head and the one at the end is called the

tail. The RI of linked list are: head always represents the pointer to the first

element of the list, tail represents the pointer to the last.

By ensuring that the tail of the list is always pointing to the head -

except when the list is empty where head = null - , we can build a circu-

larly linked list. If the external pointer (the one in type DListNode in the

implementation later), points to the current tail of the list, then the head is

found trivially via tail~next, permitting us to have either Last In First Out

(LIFO) or First In First Out (FIFO) lists with only one external pointer.

 
 
 



In modern processors, the few bytes of memory saved in this way would

probably not be regarded as significant. A circularly linked list would more

likely be used in an application which required 'Round-Robin' scheduling or

processing. Figure :'3.2 depicts an example consisting of three elements of a

single linked list.

A double linked list includes a second pointer per list element to store the

address of the previous element in the list. double linked lists are easier to

navigate, as one can move backwards in the list. In this text we investigate

the double linked lists only.

~~~niJ

HEAD TAIL

Algorithms 3.:'3.1,3.3.2,:3.:3.:3 and 3.:'3.4 represent the implementation of the

base list node class (DListNode), the list class (DList), the node and the list

constructors respectively. C++ implementations are also commonly available

[1\Jor!)8, I)rc99J.

Algorithm 3.3.1

II DListNode Class declaration in pseudo code
type DListNode = class(TObject)

private
fu: U_TYPE;

fv: V_TYPE;

fnext: DListNode;
fprev: DListNode;

 
 
 



public
constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;
property u: U_TYPE read fu write fu;
property v: V_TYPE read fv write fv;
property next: DListNode read fnext write fnext;
property prev: DListNode read fprev write fprev;

Algorithm 3.3.2

type DList = class(Map)
public

procedure insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE); override;
procedure remove(u: U_TYPE); override;
function indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean; override;
function lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE; override;
constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;

private
fhead DListNode;
ftail DListNode;
procedure remove_first();

II Published members have the same visibility as public members.
II The difference is that runtime type information is generated
II for published members. Publishing allows an application to
II query the fields and properties of an object dynamically
II and to locate its methods.
published

property head:DListNode read fhead write fhead;
property tail:DListNode read ftail write ftail;

 
 
 



Algorithm 3.3.3

II The Linked list node constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DListNode.create;
begin

inherited create;
prev := nil;
next nil;

end;

destructor DListNode.destroy;
begin

inherited destroy;
prev := nil;
next := nil;

end;

Algorithm 3.3.4

II The Linked list constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DList.create;
begin

inherited create;
end;

destructor DList.destroy;
var

 
 
 



begin
inherited destroy;
pi:=head;
II Loop through the list and delete all nodes from memory
While not (pi = nil) do
begin

p2 :=pi.next;
pi.destroy;
pi:=p2;

end;
end;

The indom operator is used to find out whether a v exists for a given u

(under the function 1). The indom operator returns a boolean, true or false

value.

The indom operator traverses the linked list one by one starting at the

head until it found the value v for the corresponding u. true is returned if u

was found, and false is returned if tail was reached.

In the implementation we will introduce a new element at the end of

the list. We will set the new element's u value to the key u we are looking

for. We are thus guaranteed to find u in the list. According to our precondi-

tion this is not a requirement. This so called 'sentinel' reduces the number

of comparisons required in our algorithm and makes it faster.

This implementation requires a new operation remove_first. remove_first

deletes the element pointed by tail of the list and moves the tail one element

\b;l.~'2..5?7

6t5b7803~

 
 
 



back. The remove_first operation is required for efficient implementation. It

should be noted however that this technique breaks thread safety, and two

threads will not be able to search the same list simultaneously. The remove

operator alone would have to first find u and then remove which is too slow

and would defeat the purpose of adding a u to the end of list for better

performance. We must also note that insert operator adds u to the front of

the list. Policies on the lookup and indom functions:

• Move-forwards: The current record is moved one place towards the

front of the data structure except if it is already the head .

• Move-backwards: The current record is moved one place towards the

end of the data structure except if it is already the tail.

Algorithm :3.:3.5 and ;3.;3.6represent the implementation of the remove_first

and indom operation.

Algorithm 3.3.5

II The remove_first operator pseudo code
procedure DList.remove_first();
var

p: DListNode;
begin

II If the list is not empty
if not (head = nil) then
begin

 
 
 



p:= head;
if not(head.next = nil) then
begin

head.next.prev := nil;
head := head.next;

end
else
begin

head := nil;
end;
p.destroy;

end;
end;

Algorithm 3.3.6

II The indom operator pseudo code
function DList.indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean;

p DListNode; II p is an iterator
begin

insert(u, "); II Insert NULL or " into the head
p := tail;
while not (p.u = u) do
begin

p := p.prev; II Go backwards in list
end;
if (p head) then
begin

result := false; II result does not quit the function
end else
begin

 
 
 



result := true; II We found u and will return true
end;
remove_first; II Remove the temp first element

end;

A lookup operator is used to return the value v for a given u. (under the

function I). The lookup operator returns a value from V.

A practical implementation of the lookup operator would probably include

the indom operator also. These two functions are quite similar in implemen-

tation. The lookup also has to traverse the list, starting from the head until

it found the key Le. u and the corresponding v. The corresponding value v

of u is then returned.

The pre-condition for lookup(u): indom(u) is true. Algorithm 3.:3.7rep-

resents the implementation of the lookup operation.

Algorithm 3.3.7

II The lookup operator pseudo code
function DList.lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;
var

p: DListNode; II p is an iterator
begin

p := head;
while not (p = tail) do
begin

if (p.u = u) then
begin

Ilif we found u then break out of while loop

 
 
 



break;
end
else
begin

//iterator goes to the next element
p := p.next;

end;
end;
result ;= p.v;

end;

An insert operator is used to add a new element into the linked list. The

new element is added to the end of the list. Figure iL3 depicts an example

the head and tail elements together with their pointers in single liked list.

Last element

~~il",-~ -----'0..
~~Nil

• None (Insert at Front) : Insert to the front of the list. New element

becomes the head of the list.

 
 
 



and linked at the end of the list. The new element becomes the tail of

the list.

The implementation of the insert operator involves adding the new ele-

ment to the front of the linked list. The next pointer of the new element is

then set to point to the head. The new element becomes the head and the

pointer to head changes to point to the new element.

In the implementation we only consider the 'None' (Create at front) policy.

Algorithm 8.::{.8 represents the implementation of the insert operator.

Algorithm 3.3.8

II insert operator pseudo code
procedure DList.insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE);
var

newNode: DListNode;

begin
newNode := DListNode.create;

newNode.u u;
newNode.v := v;

II If list is empty
if (tail = nil) then
begin

II Make the tail = the new node.
tail := newNode;

end;
II If the list already has some nodes

if not (head = nil) then

begin
II Make the current head's prey pointer = new node.

 
 
 



head.prev := newNode;
end;
II Make the new node's next the current head.
newNode.next := head;
II Make the head = the new node.
head := newNode;

end;

The implementation of the remove operator involves finding the element

while storing the pointer to the previous element and the next element. Once

this is done we can remove the current element, jump to previous element

and set its next to the stored next.

• If the removable element is the head then after the location of the

element containing u, we can remove the element, jump to the stored

next element and set it to be the head.

• If the removable element is the tail then after the location of the element

containing u, we can remove the element, jump to the stored previous

element and set it to be the tail.

 
 
 



II The remove operator pseudo code
procedure DList.remove(u: U_TYPE);

p: DListNode; II Iterator
begin

p := head;
while not (p = tail) do
begin

if (p.u = u) then
begin

break; II breaks out of while loop
end
else
begin

p := p.next;
end;

end;

II ---- List has 1 item ----
if (p = head) and (p = tail) then
begin

p.destroy;
end
else
begin

II ---- If p is head
if (p = head) then
begin

II Make p.next's previous pointer nil
p.next.prev := nil;

II Make p.next the head of list
head := p.next;

 
 
 



p.destroy;
end
else
begin

II ---- If p is tail
if (p tail) then
begin

II make p.prev's next pointer nil
p.prev.next := nil;

II make p.prev the tail
p.prev := tail;
p.destroy;

end
else
begin

p.next.prev .-
p.prev.next

p.prev;
p.next;

end;
end;

end;
end;

Array maps utilise the array data-structure to store records. Arrays are

probably the most common way to aggregate data because they can be easily

accessed using an direct index to the record. Figure :3.4depicts an example

 
 
 



First ---.. 1
Index

not in any particular order. Due to unavailability of structural information

(e.g. sorting), the only way to find a particular element in the array is to

traverse the array until we found it. The efficiencyof this technique is rated

to be quite bad O(ldom(f)I) as it requires Idom(f) I steps in the worst case

to find the entry. The operations that were applicable to linked lists are also

applicable to unsorted arrays i.e. indom, lookup, insert, remove.

The implementation inherits the four operations from the map class (Al-

gorithm :3.1.2). We define an array of n by 2 dimensions. Where n is the

number of mapping in f , i.e. n is the same number as the domain of f. We

assume that array Acan dynamically2 grow.

Algorithms :3.:3.10,:3.:3.11,3.3.12 represent the implementations ofthe base

array data structure declaration (MyElem),the array class (DArray) and the

array constructor respectively.

Algorithm 3.3.10

II Declaration of data structure for array

2In the Pascal language the procedure setLength(A,n) dynamically sets the size of

the array Ato n.

 
 
 



type
MyElem = record

u U_TYPE;
v V_TYPE;

Algorithm 3.3.11

II Declaration of the DArray Class
type DArray = class(Map)
public

constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;
procedure insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE); override;
procedure remove(u: U_TYPE); override;
function indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean; override;
function lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE; override;

private
A: Array of DArrayElem;
A_Size: integer;
procedure Remove-Last();

end;

Algorithm 3.3.12

II The Array constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DArray.create;
begin

inherited create;
A_Size := 0;

 
 
 



end;
destructor DArray.destroy;
begin

inherited destroy;
end;

The in dam operation will return true if v exists for a given u, otherwise it

returns false (under the function 1).

The followingfour 'on found' policies are applicable to the indom and lookup

• Move to Front : The current record is moved to the front of the array

(A[0]) and all the other elements are moved up one element in the

array. This is quite computationally intensive because we have to move

all elements.

• Move Forwards : The current record is swapped with the previous

element unless it is already A[0].

• Move Backwards : The current record is swapped with the next record

unless it is already A [A_Size].

 
 
 



Implementation'! Algorithm :3.:3.1:3represents the implementation of the in-

dam operation.

II The indom operator pseudo code for arrays
function DArray.indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean;

i: integer;
begin

i := 0;

II Insert an empty element to the end of the Array
insert (u, " );
while not (u = A[i] .u) do
begin

inc(i) ;
end;
IITest if we reached the end of the array.
if (i = A_Size-l) then
begin

result := false;
end
else
begin

result := true;
end;
II Remove the temp last element
Remove_Last;

end;

3We use the variable A..8ize to represent size of the array in the implemented array

structure. The first element of an array is 0 and we have A_Size elements in the array. If

we need n mappings A_Size=n-1.

 
 
 



The lookup operator is used to return the value v for a given u under the
function f). The implementation of lookup for arrays traverses the array A
(defined above) similarlyto the indom operator and then returns value v for
the corresponding u. Algorithm 3.3.14 represents the implementation of the
lookup operation.

Algorithm 3.3.14

II The lookup operator pseudo code for arrays
function DArray.lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;
var

i: integer; II index variable
begin

i := 0;
II pre: indom is true, hence while true can be used.
while true do
begin

if (A[i].u = u) then
begin

II Break out of the while loop when u was found.
break;

end
else
begin

II Increase the index variable i
inc(i);

end;
end;

 
 
 



result := A[i] .v;
end;

The insert operator is used to add a new entry into the array. The following

implementation adds the new element to the end of the array. Similarly to

the array used in the lookup operator array A in this implementation has n

elements.

• None (Insert at front) : The new element is inserted at A[0] and rest

of the array elemts get bumped to a one higher index. This requires a

lot of swapping of elements but can result in faster linear searching.

• Insert at Random : The new element is inserted at A[RND(A_Size)]

i.e. at the randomly somewhere in the array A.

• Create at End: The new element is inserted at A[A_Size+l] i.e. at

the end of the array.

In the implementation we only consider the 'Insert at End' policy. Algorithm

3.~U5represents the implementation of the insert operation.

Algorithm 3.3.15

II The insert operator pseudo code for arrays
procedure DArray.insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE);
begin

incCA_Size) ;

setLength(A, A_Size); II Increase array length

 
 
 



A [A_Size-l] .u := u;
A [A_Size-1] .v

The remove operator is used to remove an entry from array A. Algorithm

~).~).16represents the implementation of the remove operation and the Re-

move_Last operator.

II The remove operator pseudo code for arrays
procedure DArray.insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE);
begin

inc (A_Size) ;
setLength(A, A_Size);
A[A_Size-l].u := u;
A [A_Size-l] .v := v;

procedure DArray.Remove_Last();
begin

dec (A_Size) ;
setLength(A, A_Size);

end;

 
 
 



3.4 Sorted Maps

80rted Maps (8M) are a modification of Unsorted Maps (UM). By sorting'l

on the u part of the container we can achieve a data-structure, which can be

searched much more efficiently than the UMs. 8Ms have a O(log Idom(J) I)

efficiency during a search which is good, especially for a large number of

records. The downside to the 'binary' approach is the need for sorting of

the records and maintaining the RI of records being sorted (kept in a binary

structure) at all times.

The policies of the previous section are not applicable for the 8M. The

reason for this is that moving elements (e.g. Move to front policy) would

violate the RI, i.e. sorting. The only two policies for 8Ms are the following:

Unlike the policies discussed for the UMs, these two policies are fixed

at construction time. I.e. Once the Ascending policy is used, it cannot be

changed later and because of this they form part of the RI.

4Sorting of records from lowest to highest should be done using an efficient sorting

algorithm. The quick sort algorithm is recommended. [C:

 
 
 



Sorted Array Maps (SAM) are arrays with a stronger RI than the unsorted

array maps. Ordering must be established and maintained. As a practical

choice for this section we will use integers for our index types, note that this

is not a requirement and any type can be used as long as an ordering rule

can be established. The declaration of data structure for sorted array map

is the same as the definition for a non-sorted array map. The only difference

is in the ordering of the stored data.

Algorithm 3.4.1 represents the implementation of the DArray class for

Sorted Array maps.

The 3.4.2 represents the implementation of the binary search algorithm

which returns the position in the array where the element can be found.

The function returns -1 if the value is not in the array. All three operators,

namely indom, lookup and remove make use of the binarysearch function

to avoid redundant code.

Algorithm 3.4.1

II Declaration of the DArray Class for SAM
type DArray = class(Map)

public
constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;
procedure insert(u: U_TYPE;v: V_TYPE); override;
procedure remove(u: U_TYPE); override;
function indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean; override;
function lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE; override;

private
A: Array of DArrayElem;
A_Size: integer;

 
 
 



procedure remove_last();
procedure sort();
function BinarySearch(u: U_TYPE): integer;

end;

II The BinarySearch operator pseudo code for arrays
function DArray.BinarySearch(u: U_TYPE): integer;

II L is the left and R is the Right boundary of the search
II interval and M is the midpoint of the search interval.

L, R, M: integer;
foundlndex: integer;

begin
L 0;
R := A_Size-1;
foundlndex := -1;
while (L <= R) do
begin

M := floor«L + R) I 2);

if (u = A[M] .u) then
begin

foundlndex := M;
break; II Break out of the while loop

end
else
begin

if (u > A[M] .u) then
begin

L M + 1;

end
else

 
 
 



begin
R := M - 1;

end;
end;

end;
result := foundIndex;

end;

The indom operator will return true if v exists for a given u, otherwise

it returns false (under the function I). The implementation requires the

availability of = and < operations on A (u).

Precondition: A En] is a fully sorted array of n elements.

As we traverse our sorted array maps it will take us at most (n + 1)/2

comparisons before we will find our goal. This worst case scenario is described

in the text of [81,<\98] with reference to Binary Search Trees which have the

same traversal performance properties as sorted arrays.

Algorithm ~3A.;3represents the implementation of the indom operation.

Algorithm 3.4.3

II The indom operator pseudo code for SAMs
function DArray.indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean;
begin

II If Binarysearch(u) = -1 then u was not found
if (BinarySearch(u) > -1) then
begin

result true;
end

 
 
 



else
begin

result
end;

end;

The lookup operator is used to return the value v for a given u. Precondition:

A en] is sorted. Algorithm 3.4.4 represents the implementation of the lookup

Algorithm 3.4.4

II The lookup operator pseudo code for SAMs
function DArray.lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;
begin

II Since Pre: Indom(u) = true
II BinarySearch(u) returns the index in the array.
result A [BinarySearch(u)] .v;

end;

• None: The new element inserted into the already sorted array after

searching for the the right position.

 
 
 



• Insert at End: The new element can be added to the end of the array,

and then the the array is sorted on u because the new element possibly

disordered the array. This technique is not very efficient.

Algorithm ~~.4.5represents the implementation of the insert operation which

inserts an element at the end of the array.

Algorithm 3.4.5

II The insert operator pseudo code for SAMs
procedure DArray.insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE);
begin

inc (A_Size) ;
setLength(A, A_Size);
A [A_Size-l] .u u;
A [A_Size-l] .v := v;
sort; IIWhere sort is a sort function.

end;

The remove operator is used to remove an entry from the sorted array. Note:

the removal of an entry does not change the sorting order.

Algorithm 3.4.6 represents the implementation of the remove operation.

Algorithm 3.4.6

II The remove operator pseudo code for arrays
procedure DArray.remove(u: U_TYPE);

 
 
 



begin
II Return the array index into i
i := BinarySearch(u);
II and move the rest of the array one element back
for j := i to (A_Size-2) do
begin

A [j] .u : = A [j +1] . u;
A[j].v := A[j+l] .v;

end;
II Remove the last element from the end of the array.
Remove_Last;

end;

Basic concepts and terminology of a tree: Tree diagrams are formed from

nodes and line segments. The lines segments are called either edges or

branches. The three sources of terminology for trees are:

The Binary Search 'free (BST) is a tree in which each node has exactly two

children. These children nodes are permitted to be empty. A leaf of a tree

is defined by a node with two empty children.

The RI of a BST: The tree structure is such that the branch to the left

of the node contains the u's which are smaller «) than the u of the parent

 
 
 



node, and the branch to right contains the u's which are larger (» than the

u of the parent.

The RI can also be presented in a recursive fashion: A BST is either an

empty tree or consists of a node that has left and right subtrees that are

BSTs.

Each node contains a mapping from an element of U to an element of

V in function f. Furthermore, each node has a left and right pointer which

point to other nodes. The structure of the tree is such that the branch to

the left of the node contains the us which are smaller «) than the u of the

parent node, and the branch to right contains the u's which are larger (»

than the u of the parent.

Figure J.o part a depicts an example BST where the value of every index

element Ui is the same as its index i. Ul = 1,u2 = 2 and so on. The part b

of the figure shows the real values assigned to each u. The values assigned

to each v remain inconsequential. A BST gives the best performance when

it is balanced. Balanced or AVL tree (see.2.:3)is a BST where the left and

right subtrees of every node have the give or take one the same height. A

good balance condition will ensure that the height of the tree with n nodes

is O(log n). Also, the work required to balance the tree when an item is

inserted or deleted is 0(1).

AVL tree balancing condition: IhL - hRI ~ 1, where hL is the height of

the left subtree and hR is the height of the right subtree of any node.

 
 
 



Root: Parent node

U4
Left·

Root: Parent node

V4
RighI·

These two policies are fixed at construction time and cannot be changed

dynamically at run-time and thus form part of the RI.

 
 
 



The key (u) is the part of the information which we have to test for and

hence an equality operation (=) is required. For the traversal we will need

a less than «) and a larger than operation (». Some of these operations

may not always be necessary under certain implementations.

Algorithms 3.4.7,3.:1.8,3.4.9,3.4.10 represent the implementations of the

tree node class declaration (DTreeNode), the tree class declaration (DTree),

the tree node constructor and the tree constructor respectively.

II Dynamic Tree Node Class declaration in pseudo code
type DTreeNode = class(TObject)

private
fu: U_TYPE;
fv: V_TYPE;
fleft: DTreeNode;
fright: DTreeNode;

public
constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;

published
property u: U_TYPEread fu write fu;
property v: V_TYPEread fv write fv;
property left: DTreeNode read fleft write fleft;

property right: DTreeNode read fright write fright;

 
 
 



II Dynamic Tree Class declaration in pseudo code
type DTree = class(Map) public

constructor create;
destructor destroy; override;
procedure insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE); override;
procedure remove(u: U_TYPE); override;
function indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean; override;
function lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE; override;

private
froot: DTreeNode;

end;

II The Tree node constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DTreeNode.create;
begin

inherited create;
left := nil;
right nil;

end;

destructor DTreeNode.destroy;
begin

inherited destroy;
if not (left = nil) then
begin

left.destroy;

 
 
 



end;
if not (right = nil) then
begin

right.destroy;
end;
left := nil;
right nil;

end;

II The Tree constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DTree.create;
begin

inherited create;
froot := nil;

end;

destructor DTree.destroy;
begin

inherited destroy;
if not (froot = nil) then
begin

froot.destroy;
end;
froot := nil;

end;

The indom operator traverses the BST in a top-down fashion. The root

node is tested first whether it is larger than, less than or equal to the input

 
 
 



variable U E U. If the input value is less than the u value of the node then the

next node to be investigated is the node in the left pointer. If the input value

is larger than the u value of the node then the next node to be investigated

is the node the right pointer. If the input value is equal to the u of the

node then we found the corresponding mapping and true is returned. If the

next node is null then the given value has no corresponding mapping in the

tree and thus false is returned by the indom operation. Algorithm 3..1.11

represents the implementation of the indom operation.

II The indom operator pseudo code for Binary Search Trees
function DTree.indom(u: U_TYPE): boolean;

p: DTreeNode; IIIterator
FoundPosition: boolean;

begin
p := froot;

if not (p = nil) then II not empty tree
begin

while (true) do
begin

if (u = p.u) then
begin

FoundPosition := true;
break;

end;
if (u < p.u) then
begin

if (p.left nil) then
begin

 
 
 



break;
end
else
begin

p p.left;
end;

end
else
begin

if (p.right
begin

break;
end
else
begin

p := p.right;
end;

end;
end;

end;
result := FoundPosition;

end;

The lookup operator is used to return the value v for a given u. (under the

function 1). The lookup operator returns a value from V.

The implementation is once again very similar to the indom operator's

implementation. The differenceis that the lookup operator assumes that the

indom operation is true for the given u E U, and the operation returns the

 
 
 



If the list is empty then head=tail. Algorithm :3.4..12 represents the im-

plementation of the lookup operation.

II Lookup operator pseudo code for Binary Search Trees
function DTree.lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;

p: DTreeNode; Iliterator
begin

p := froot;
while (true) do
begin

if (u = p.u) then
begin

break; II Break out of while loop
end;
II If u is less then the iterators u then
if (u < p.u) then
begin
II go down the left branch

p p.left;
end
else
begin

p p.right;
end;

end;
result := p.v;

end;

 
 
 



The insert operator inserts a new node into the tree. Inserting an element

into the tree can be quite challenging. The mapping of the new element u to

v must be stored in a node, in the tree and in the correct branch.

The implementation of the insert operator is shown in Algorithm ~3.4.13.A

C++ implementation is available from [Prd)9].

II lookup operator pseudo code for Binary Search Trees
procedure DTree.insert(u: U_TYPE; v: V_TYPE);
var

p, NewNode: DTreeNode; IIIterator and new node
II FoundPosisiton is a boolean to represent if a suitable
II position was found for insert.
FoundPosition: boolean;

begin
NewNode := DTreeNode.Create;
NewNode.u := u;
NewNode.v := v;
FoundPosition := false;
if (froot = nil) then
begin

froot := NewNode;
end
else
begin

p := froot;
while not FoundPosition do
begin

if (u < p.u) then
begin

 
 
 



if (p.left = nil) then
begin

p.left := NewNode;
FoundPosition true;

end
else
begin

p p.left;
end;

end
else
begin

if (p.right nil) then
begin

p.right := NewNode;
FoundPosition true;

end
else
begin

p p.right;
end;

end;
end;

end;
end;

The remove operator removes a node from the tree. The remove operator

requires that the u is true under the indom operator. When removing an

item from the tree, it is imperative that the tree which remains satisfies the

 
 
 



data ordering criterion. A commonly used remove implementation moves the

node to the bottom of the branch and then simply deletes the node. The

implementation of the remove operator for the BST is too long to appear in

this text. A C++ implementation is available from [Pre99J.

3.5 Hashing Maps

In some cases, although we might have a very large number of possible keys

(K), only a fraction of all of these keysCWouldbe used in an actual table. In

cases like when we consider efficiency of retrieval of record information we

normally find that Hashing Maps (HM) has the best performance. The other

benefits for using a hash table are that its insertion and removal operations

are on average very fast. The hash table as a data structure combines the

direct access used in vectors with the flexibility of linked lists. For these

reasons, the hash table has become very popular data structure for many

purposes.

Suppose that we have to store 5000 citizens 13 digit ID number and

their corresponding names in a table. For a quick comparison of techniques

of retrieval we can place the records into an array A in ascending order of

keys and to use binary search to locate the record. Binary search is known

to take approximately (log25001 - 1) comparisons (about 11.3). On the

other hand with double hashing 3.5.4 if we were to store the 5000 records

in a table A that had space for 6000 records, we could reduce the average

 
 
 



number of comparisons needed to locate an employee record to fewer than

2.15 comparisons, improving our efficiencymore than four times.

A hash function is a mapping, hash(K) that sends a key K onto the

address of a table entry in table A. In cases when hash(ul)=hash(u2) we

have a collision of hashed keys and we cannot store the both entries under

the same unique key. For cases like this we need to introduce a collision

resolution policy to find extra storage.

Note: Traversal in sorted order performs poorly under hashed tables, due

to the fact that the hashing function scatters items as randomly as possible

throughout the array.

For our implementation the mapping U_TYPE to V_TYPE is required. The

elements in U are the unique keys K, which we seek to find storage for.

Let us define A to be an array of type of records in V.

Array A could also be called the hash table. The followingare the RI for HM:

The mapped records are mapped using the hash function(s). All collisions

are resolved to different storage space.

In case of direct hashing a hash function takes an arbitrary integer i and

map it into an integer that we can use as an array index. Note: In general

direct hashing uses large amounts of memory as it stores an array element for

each address. Algorithms ;3.5.1,:3.5.2 and :3.5.:3 represent the implementations

of the base data structure declaration together with the hash table class

(MyElem and DHashTable), the hash table constructor and the a hashing

 
 
 



II Declaration of base data structure for an array
type
MyElem = record

u U_TYPE;
v V_TYPE;

II Partial Declaration of the DHashTable Class
DHashTable = class(Map)
private Count: Integer

Alpha: Double;
Capacity: Integer;
MaxFillRatio: Double;

protected
function hash(x:U_TYPE):integer;
procedure SetCapacity(NewCapacity: Integer);

public
procedure insert(x:U_TYPE;y:V_TYPE); override;
procedure remove(x:U_TYPE); override;
function indom(x:U_TYPE): Boolean; override;
function lookup(x:U_TYPE): V_TYPE; override;
constructor Create;
destructor Destroy; override;

private
A : Array of Myelem;

end;

 
 
 



II The DHashTable constructor and destructor pseudo code
constructor DHashTable.create;
begin

inherited create;
Alpha := (Sqrt(5.0) - 1) I 2.0;

MaxFillRatio := 0.8;
SetCapacity(256);

end;
destructor DHashTable.destroy;
begin

inherited destroy;
end;

II The Hash function implementation example pseudo
function THashTable.Hash(x: U_TYPE): Integer;
begin

if Key
Result

< 0 then Error('Error: Keys must be positive.');
Trunc(Capacity * Frac(Alpha * x));

 
 
 



In the implementation, all elements of the array A are assumed to be null

when not in use. The indom operator checks whether the given u maps

to null in then hash table array. If the result is null then indom returns

false, otherwise it returns true. Due to the volume of the implementation

we will only look at the most important part of the implementation and omit

the rest. For a complete Object Pascal implementation of hash tables please

refer to [.101J99]. Algorithm ;').5.4represents the implementation of the indom

Algorithm 3.5.4

II The indom operator pseudo code
function DHashTable.indom(u: U_TYPE):boolean;
begin

if (A[hash(u)]=null) return false
else return true;

end;

The lookup operator will return the value v for the given u.

Algorithm :3.5.5 represents the implementation of the lookup operation.

 
 
 



II The lookup operator pseudo code
function DHashTable.lookup(u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;
begin

return A[hash(u)];
end;

The insert operator creates a new entry in the hash table Algorithm :3.5.6

represents the implementation of the insert operation.

Algorithm 3.5.6

II The insert operator pseudo code
procedure DHashTable.insert(u:U_TYPE,v:V_TYPE);
begin

if count=capacity then throw domain_error('Hash table full') else
A[hash(u)]:=v;
inc(count);

end;

The remove operator removes an entry in the hash table which corresponds

to the given u. Algorithm :3.5.7represents the implementation of the remove

operation.

 
 
 



II The insert operator pseudo code
procedure DHashTable.remove(u:U_TYPE);
begin

A [hash(u)] := null;
dec(count) ;

Let us consider the problem caused by collisions in the hash table. Suppose

that our hash function hashes two different input values into the same con-

tainer in hash table A. One method of resolving collisions in the hash table is

to introduce sub maps. A sub map is an additional data structure linked

within a hash table entry which can store and access the values which had

collision in the hash function. These sub maps are often referred to as buckets

in the literature.

We will consider the case when the sub map is Linked List Map (LLM)5.

Figure ~3.6depicts the bucket sub map to as a single linked list. In the figure,

when a collision occurs the elements sharing the same entry in the hash table

are to be placed in a LLM. The LLM can be traversed, queried and modified

as we have discussed in the earlier section.

With direct hashing our hash function h is a one to one mapping. j(z) =
A[h(z)]

 
 
 



LLQTail".

for example

h(l) = 1 and A[hO)] = v1

As in the previous section, in bucket hashing the hash table is an asso-

ciative data structure that uses keys to refer to its elements. The elements

of a hash table reside in an array A. All elements of the Array A link to a

secondary data-structure e.g. a LLM. When an element of A does not have

a corresponding value mapped, then the LLM is of zero length.

The indom operator checks whether the given u maps to a null in then

hash table array. If the result is null then indom returns false, otherwise

it returns true. If the value in A is not null for a given u then the indom

operator traverses the LLM to verify whether the given u is present. True is

returned when u was found and false is returned when it was not.

For the implementation we need an array of lists. Let us define an array

 
 
 



A of type list. Let us assume that array A can dynamically grow. Algorithm

~5.5.8represents the implementation of the hash table with embedded lists.

II Declaration of data structure for Hash table with embedded Lists
type
MyElem = record

1st: list;
end;
MyVector = array of MyElem;
var

With this new data-structure we can implement the four operations. Al-

gorithm :3.5.9represents the implementation of indom operation.

II The DHashTable.indom operator pseudo code
function indom (u: U_TYPE): boolean;
begin

if A [hash(u)] .lst.indom(u) then return true
else return false;

end;

 
 
 



The lookup operator will return the value v for the given u.

Algorithm :3.5.10represents the implementation of lookup operation.

II The lookup operator pseudo code
function DHashTable.lookup (u: U_TYPE): V_TYPE;
begin

return A [hash(u)] .lst.lookup(u);
end;

The insert operator creates a new entry in a list indexed by the hash table.

Algorithm :3.5.11represents the implementation of insert operation.

II The insert operator pseudo code
procedure DHashTable.insert(u:U_TYPE,v:V_TYPE);
begin

A[hash(u)].lst.insert(u,v);
incCcount) ;

end;

 
 
 



The remove operator removes an entry in a list indexed by the hash table.

Algorithm :3.5.12 represents the implementation of remove operation.

Algorithm 3.5.12

II The remove operator pseudo code
procedure DHashTable.remove(u:U_TYPE);
begin

A [hash(u)] .lst.remove(u);
dec(count);

Hashing with re-hashing, also known as double hashing is an open-addressing

scheme that drastically reduces clustering. Double hashing defines a key de-

pendent probe sequence, in other words the sequence of probing depends on

the key as described by [FCV9B].

In this scheme the probe sequence still searches the table in a linear

order, starting at the location hash(u), but a second hash function hash2

determines the size of the steps taken.

The general guidelines to be followed for choosing the hash functions 1

and 2 are:

 
 
 



We need nonzero step size for hash2(u) to define the probe sequence. Fur-

thermore, hash2 must differ from hash to avoid clustering. While more than

two hash functions can be desirable, such schemes are difficult to implement

In schemes involving open-addressing, as the hash table fills, the proba-

bility of a collision increases. At a certain point a larger hash table becomes

necessary. Using dynamic arrays one can increase the size of the array when-

Algorithm :3.5.13 demonstrates the new probing function which can be

used to determine the probing sequence.

Algorithm 3.5.13

II The probing function pseudo code
function DHashTable.probing(u:U_TYPE);
begin

return (hash(u)+hash2(u));
end;

The indom operator checks whether the given u maps to a null in then hash

table array. The implementation indom operator will traverse the hash table

similarly as to the indom of open hashing the only main difference is the use

of the probing function to determine the probing order.

The implementation lookup operator will traverse the hash table similarly

as to the indom operator. The probing function is used to determine the

 
 
 



The insert operator traverses the hash table until an unoccupied hash table

entry is found and v is inserted. The probing function is used to to retrieve

the probing sequence.

The delete operator traverses the hash table until an u is found. The hash

table entry is marked deleted. NB: We cannot just simply make the entry

empty because our traverse method would populate future records into the

wrong place.

The side effect of marking entries to deleted is that eventually the hash

table looses all its empty slots. Another implementation would remove the

entry and move all the followingelements one down in the hash order until

empty is found. The last element's old slot is then marked as empty. This

technique is preferred if there are remove operator is used repeatedly.

Policies on the remove operator:

• Move-forwards, mark as empty: The current record is removed and

all following records are moved up. The slot from where the last was

moved is set to empty.

 
 
 



3.6. TAXONOMY OF MAPS

3.6 Taxonomy of Maps

In this chapter we have defined an ADT representing maps. There are

three main categories of maps implementations namely, sorted, unsorted and

hashed. Given a particular problem area (for example, implementations of

maps), the implementation will be derived from a common starting point.

Each of the implementations appears as a vertex in the taxonomy graph,

and at the root of the taxonomy we place the common starting concept of

implementation (for example, maps).

Depicted by Figure 3.7 is the taxonomy of maps implementations. At

the root of the taxonomy tree is highest level concept 'Maps' from which

the three branches of implementations of maps is sourced. The first branch

of the taxonomy (from the left) is a tree of unsorted maps implementations

corresponding to the structure of Section ~.l.~).Similarly, the second and

third branches correspond to the structures of Section :3.4 and Section :3.5

of Chapter III respectively. The systematic collection and discussion of the

applicable data-structures (of maps) and their implementation was essential

before we can continue to investigate graph implementations. This taxonomy

allows us to compare implementations and determine easily what they

have in common and where they differ. In the figure the abbreviations

of each implementation is given together with its short meaning. Each of

these implementation techniques correspond to a section in this chapter thus

providing us with a catalogue structured implementation of maps.

3.7 Summary of Maps

In this chapter we have defined a map and introduced an ADT for maps with

four main operators. We have continued with the systematic categorised im-

 
 
 



UM - Unsorted Maps
SM • Sorted Maps
HM • Hashing Maps
LLM • Linked List Maps
AM • Array Maps
SAM· Sorted Array Maps
BSTM - Binary Search Tree Maps
OHM - Direct Hashing
BHM • Bucket Hashing
RHM - Re-Hashing

plementations of unsorted, sorted and hashed maps. We have then collected

the implementations in a taxonomy tree which represents the different im-

plementations categorised according to similar features.

In the next chapter (Chapter IV) we will take a similar look at the other

main building block of digraphs: sets.

 
 
 



Chapter IV

Sets

In the previous chapter we have investigated closer the mapping between the

two sets U and V.

Set implementations are similar to map implementation. The only differ-

ence being that while a map is a function that maps a set U to a set V, in

sets there is no such V only aU.

Therefore, we cannot have a lookup operation. However we may still have

the other three previously discussed operations. Let us take U to be an ADT

and give it three operations:

 
 
 



//Abstract interface Declaration to the Map class in Object-Pascal
code
type Set = class

public function indom(u:
public procedure insert(u:
public procedure remove(u:

end;

U_TYPE): boolean ;virtual;abstract;
U_TYPE); virtual; abstract;
U_TYPE); virtual;abstract;

4.2 Signatures and conditions

In all cases throughout this chapter, the following pre and post conditions

hold true and are not given explicitly every time:

We take the four operations from maps chapter (Chapter III) and drop

the parts of the operations which deal with V.

1. function indom(u:U_TYPE):bool

pre: true

post: f is unchanged

return: f.indom(u) = u E dom(J)

2. procedure insert(u:U_TYPE)

pre: u tj. dom(J)

post: u E dom(J)

3. procedure remove(u:U_TYPE)

pre: u E dam(f)

 
 
 



Implementation is the same as all implementations under maps except

for the following:

• V-TYPE is not declared under sets. Whenever a line refers to a V _TYPE

type or container of type V_TYPE it should be ignored.

NB: for the rest of the chapter one can assume that the structure of the

Sets Chapter is the same as the one for Maps Chapter (Chapter III) whilst

taking into account the points above. Similarily, as we have discussed the

Linearly Searchable Maps in the Maps Chapter earlier, we have Linearly

Searchable Sets. The same holds for other data-structures.

4.3 Taxonomy of Sets

Figure 4.1 depicts the taxonomy of set implementations. Set implementations

are very similar to Map implementations. All data-structures which are

useful for map implementation can be used to implement sets. Consequently,

the same method of taxonomy construction can be applied to this taxonomy

as was applied in the previous chapter. As a result, the set taxonomy has

the same amount of nodes as the map taxonomy and looks practically the

 
 
 



us - Unsorted Sets
SS - Sorted Sets
HS - Hashing Sets
LLS - Linked List Sets
AS - Array Sets
SAS - Sorted Array Sets
BSTS - Binary Search Tree Sets
DHS - Direct Hashing Sets
BHS - Bucket Hashing Sets
RHS - Re-Hashing Sets

 
 
 



Chapter V

Directed Graphs (Digraphs)

5.1 Digraph Basics

This chapter is a discussion of the digraph implementation taxonomy. The

taxonomy presented at the end of this chapter is based on the previous two

taxonomies namely maps and sets taxonomies. Maps and sets form the

basis of all digraph implementations and the importance of the discussion

of implementations in Chapter In and Chapter IV becomes evident as we

place them into the new frame of reference: The Digraph Taxonomy. There

are a number of other comprehensive treatments of graphs available such as

the LEDA C++ class library [Gnlb99, or the BOOST graph library

1]. Both LEDA and BOOST primarily focus on the phys-

ical implementation of the C++ library interface and both libraries place

emphasis on generic programming, efficiency and quality of code.

The taxonomy presented in this dissertation differs from the approach

of LEDA and BOOST in the following ways: This text focuses on compi-

lation of a taxonomy based on the systematic collection and categorisation

of implementations of maps and sets (i.e. the maps and sets taxonomies).

 
 
 



Furthermore, this treatment of digraphs is the result of a systematic analysis,

categorisation, cataloguing of digraph implementation components (together

with a sketch of the correctness arguments thereof) based on the mathe-

matical concepts of maps and sets. Another important difference is that in

this dissertation we talk of triples to represent an arrow in a graph whereas

BOOST presents this concept in a more generic way via using a pair for

the vertices and map for the extendable parameters such as the label of the

At this point a revision and further discussion of graphs is in order:

graphs are mathematical abstractions that are useful for solving many types

of problems in computer science. Consequently, these abstractions must also

be represented in Computer programs.

In more general terms, graphs are mathematical objects that are made of

nodes connected by edges. In this text we are talking about graphs which are

generally discussed in discrete mathematics books. These graphs consists of a

set of nodes, and a set of edges between nodes. Furthermore, in our discussion

of graphs we always refer to graphs with edges that have labels and also

directions, i.e. directed graphs. These graphs have no layout information

whatsoever. I.e. any two graphs are the same as long as the same nodes are

connected by the same edges.

There can be several ways to depict graphs including:

• Drawing: Graphs are most commonly represented by drawings. In

common practice graphs are drawn using small circles (representing

the nodes) and lines or arrows (representing the edges and directions).

Alphabetical labels are commonly used to mark the edges.

• Assuming a set N of nodes, an edge-label alphabet E, and a set of

edges.

 
 
 



For the rest of this chapter let us say that N is a node type (normally

of integer type) and E is an edge-label type (normally of string type). We

can implement a graph simply by defining its type as a set of arrows. Algo-

rithm 5.1.1 represents an example declaration of a directed graph. For this

declaration to be complete we will have to declare Arrow.

Algorithm 5.1.1

II The simple declaration of a Directed Graph in Object pascal
type

DiGraph set of Arrow;
end;

dstr'
src •

An arrow of a graph can be a ternary (3 way) relation on N, E, N. Figure

5.1 depicts an example of such a ternary relation of (src, lbl, dst). In basic

mathematics a ternary relation is an element of N x E x N. A large number

of discrete structures books discuss the topic of mathematical representation

of graphs [I<ppDf)].

In 'computer terms' an arrow is just a data-structure of an arbitrary

Source-node,Label,Destination-node or src,lbl,dst for short. A graph is a

set of arrows. In this chapter, we will focus only on the representations

 
 
 



of directed graph arrows. For this reason, we will distinguish between

source and destination nodes, and view the edge set as any arbitrary arrow

= src,lbl,dst. NB: the ordering of src,lbl,dst does matter. Let us designate

src,lbl,dst as the beginning-point (root) of our taxonomy. Let us call this

In programming a must be declared as a record of src,lbl and dst each

with their corresponding types. Algorithm 5.1.2 represents the declaration

of a.

Algorithm 5.1.2

II The simple declaration of a in Object pascal
type

TArrow record

lbl
dst

Note: In most directed graphs the collection of src and the collection dst

nodes are the same.

Using simple permutations, the number of ternary relations Le. the num-

ber of representations of src,lbl,dst is 3! = 3 * (3-1) * (3-2) = 6

Figure 5.2 depicts the six permutations. These six representations are iso-

morphic or functionally equivalent. However, they do differ in implementa-

tion and they form the basic starting point of the digraph implementation

taxonomy later in the chapter.

 
 
 



src,lab,dest

lab,src,dest

dest,src,lab

src,dest,lab

dest,lab,src

lab,dest,src

5.2 Graph example: The 'borrow' relation

• Peter bought something for $100 and now he is short $100 from next

week's rent. (He will have to get the money back for it so practically

he borrowed from his own stash.)

Consider both a graph and table representation for easy visualisation of the

'Borrow' relation as depicted by Figure 5.~3.The names of the borrowers are

the src parts in our arrows. The amounts borrowed are the lbl parts in our

arrows. The persons who lent money are the dst parts in our arrows. The

direction of source to destination represents the direction of who owes who,

i.e. for every arrow the person on the source node owes money to the person

on the destination node.

 
 
 



$15
~eter

John/ . /.~ $100.~!
7lreoy•

Case study relational graph.
src,lbJ,dst

/ ."""
Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

5.3 The Reverse and Transpose operators

We have identified all forms that ex can be represented and we now need to

introduce operators to transform ex into these forms. These operators will

then be also derived in programming implementation form. The six triples

of are depicted by Figure 5.2. The two operators are the reverse operator

(R) and the transpose operator (T).

R maps ex to dst,lbl,src, i.e. the R operator swaps the first and last elements.

Note that R < R < ex »= ex.

Figure 5.:1 depicts the use of the R operator on the 'borrow' relation

example. In the figure the R operator has reversed the first and last columns

of the table. Note that this does not change the graph representation itself

but will influence the implementation in code.

The R operator works at compile time. The implementation involves the

compiler to create the record type containers of TArrow in dst,lbl,src order

 
 
 



$15 Peter

JOhn~'~ $100.~_~L_;;~---------.
$5

Irene•

Name Amount Owes
John $15 peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

Owes Amount Name
Peter $15 John
Peter $5 Irene
John $2 Peter
Peter $100 Peter

II The R<a > data structure declaration in object pascal
type

RTArrow record
dst
lbl
src

end;

 
 
 



The T operator swaps the first and middle elements in the set. For instance

T maps src,lbl,dsc to lbl,src,dsc. Note that T < T < a »= a. Figure 5.5

depicts the use of the T operator on the 'borrow' relation example.

The T operator works at compile time. The implementation involves

the compiler to create the type containers in lbl,src,dst order in memory.

Algorithm 5.;3.2represents the declaration of T < a >.

Name Amount Owes
John 15 Peter
Irene 5 Peter
Peter 2 John
Peter 100 Peter

Amount Name Owes
15 .- John Peter_._--
5 Irene Peter
2 Peter John

100 Peter Peter

Algorithm 5.3.2

II The T<a > data structure declaration in object pascal
type

TTArrow = record
lbl E',
src N',
dst N',

end;

 
 
 



Note that both T and R functions are their own inverses1. Figure 5.6 depicts

how the six permutations of a are obtained with the use of T and R. This

figure helps us to visualise the cyclic nature of the transformations. Fur-

thermore, Figure 5.7 depicts how the six permutations of a can obtained by

applying the T and R transformations. In this figure the last representation

i.e. src,dst,lbl can be derived from a in two equally simple transformations:

applying R,T,R or T,R,T. a is the most basic building block of a digraph.

The six other forms of a are similarly basic and they can be implemented us-

ing T and R. If we take a, and implement it using any data-structure from

Chapter IV (Sets) we arrive to the simplest implementation of a digraph.

This implementation is not a very practical one and we would have to use

all three (src, lbl,dst) elements of a for an index. E.g. the lookup operator

would look something like lookup (arrow_1) where arrow_l is of a combined

data-type of src,lbl,dst.

Therefore, it is logical to consider the six representations of a as a good

basis of all digraph implementations and later in this chapter we will use

these as the root of the digraph implementation taxonomy.

In Figure 0.8 we can observe the same T and R transformation of a with

reference to the 'Borrow' relation example. In this example it is easy to

see that the content of the tables remain the same and only the order of

the columns changed. Algorithm 5.3.3 represents the record declaration of

T < R < a > >, R < T < a > > and R < T < R < a > > >.

Algorithm 5.3.3

/ / The T < R < a» declaration in object pascal

 
 
 



a

y <src,lbl,dst> 'Z.
<dst,lbl,src> <Ibl,src,dst>

!~ !~
<Ibl,dst,src> <dst,src,lbl>

~
;/

<src,dst,lbl>

The six different representations
(permutations) of src,lbl,dst are

src,lbl,dst
Ibl,src,dst
dst,lbl,src
dst,src,lbl
Ibl,src,dst
src,dst,lbl

src,lbl,dst
T<src,lbl,dst>
R<src,lbl,dst>

R<T<src,lbl,dst»
T<R<src,lbl,dst»

R<T<R<src,lbl,dst»> = T<R<T <src,lbl,dst»>

Figure 5.7: The six representations a and their equivalent transformations

of a using T and R

type
TRTArrow = record

Ibl E;
dst N;

 
 
 



Name Amount Owes
John 15 Peter
Irene 5 Peter
Peter 2 John
Peter 100 Peter

Amount Name Owes
15 John Peter
5 Irene Peter
2 Peter John

100 Peter Peter

T
~

R<T<a»I R
Owes Amount Name
Peter 15 John
Peter 5 Irene
John 2 Peter
Peter 100 Peter

Owes Name Amount
Peter John 15
Peter Irene 5
John Peter 2
Peter Peter 100

T<R<a» IT

Amount Owes Name Name Owes Amount
15 Peter John John Peter 15
5 Peter Irene R Irene Peter 5~
2 John Peter Peter John 2

100 Peter Peter Peter Peter 100

 
 
 



src: N;
end;

Nolnd/ / The R < T < a» declaration in object pascal
type

RTTArrow= record
dst N;

end;

Nolnd/ / The R < T < R < a »> declaration in object pascal
type

RTRTArrow= record
src N;
dst N;
lbl E;

5.4 Other operators on sets of triples

In order for us to make use of the implementation in Chapter III (Maps) we

need a binary relation. We will have to introduce a new operator to partition

a ternary relation into a binary relation.

The Left Associate (LA) operator takes a record type with three fields and

groups the two leftmost fields together, hence the term 'Left Associate'. E.g.

LA < a >=(src,lbl),dst. Therefore we could say that the LA operator trans-

forms a ternary relation into a binary relation. Figure 5.9 depicts the LA

 
 
 



transformation of ex with reference to the 'Borrow' relation example. In di-

graph implementation using a set (from Chapter IV) of LA < ex > the src,lbl

elements of ex would together represent the index (or the U).

Similarly to T and R, the LA operator is a also a compile time operator.

The LA operator takes a record type with three fields and groups the first

two together. The implementation creates the first two fields as a record and

then uses this record together with the last field to create a record type for

the arrow. Algorithm 5..1.1represents the declaration of LA < ex > record.

Algorithm 5.4.1

// The LA < ex > operator data structure declaration in object
pascal
type

TLA = record
src:N;
lbl:E;

end;
LATArrow = record

LA:TLA;
dst:N;

end;

Similarly to the LA operator, the Right Associate RA operator also trans-

forms a ternary relation into a binary relation. The difference is that RA

grouping takes a record type with three fields and groups the two rightmost

fieldstogether, hence the term 'Right Associate'. E.g. LA < ex >=src,(lbl,dst).

 
 
 



$15 Peter

JOhn~'~ $100.~-;;
$5

Irene•

Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

The RA operator is a also a compile time operator. Figure 5.10 depicts

the RA transformation of a with reference to the 'Borrow' relation example.

The implementation creates the first two fields as a record and then uses

this record together with the last field to create a record type for the arrow.

Algorithm 5.4.2 represents the declaration of RA < a > record.

Algorithm 5.4.2

/ / The RA < a > data structure declaration in object pascal

type
TRA= record

lbl:real;
dst:string;

 
 
 



$15 Peter

JOh~~.~ $100.~?
$5

Irene•

Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

end;
RATArrow = record

src:string;
RA:TRA;

5.4.3 The Map (M) operator

The M operator maps a binary (NB: not ternary) relation to a function.

e.g. Mapping src,(lbl,dst) to src 1-+ (lbl,dst). Since the M operator creates

a map from binary relation, the M operator can only be applied on a a

 
 
 



after it has been partitioned by the LA or RA operators. The M opera-

tor is also a compile time operator. The implementation declares the first

two fields as a record and then uses this record together with the last field

to create the record type for the arrow. Algorithms 50'1.:3,5.4.4 and 5.4.5

represent the declaration of M < RA < a», M < LA < a » and

M < M < RA < a > > > records respectively. The programming imple-

mentations of the M operator involves a pointer from the one side of the

binary relation to the other, this is easiest to observe in Algorithm 5.4.5 in

which RA < a > is mapped twice with two pointers. In Figure 5.12 we

can see an example representation of the binary relation RA < a > being

mapped into a function. The M operator can be implemented using any of

the implementations discussed in Chapter III.

Algorithm 5.4.3

// The M < RA < a > > operator data structure declaration in
object pascal
Type

MRATArrow = Record
src: N;
Link_l ATlbldst;

End;
Tlbldst Set
Record

lbl: E',
dst: N',

End;

Figure 5.B depicts the use of the M on M < RA < a > using on the

'borrow' relation example. With the help of the table form representation

 
 
 



we can get an idea of how the implementation will be structured. After the

M operator the table is broken up into three separate columns. The first

column can be represented by a single map from chapter III (e.g. BSM).

The second column is divided up into four partitions each of which can be

represented by a map structure. Any of the partitions in the third column

can be represented by one of the set representations discussed in Chapter IV.

Algorithm 5.4.4

// The M < LA < a > > operator data structure declaration in
object pascal
Type

MLATArrow = Record

lbl: E;
Linle1 : ATdst;

End;
Tdst = Set
Record

dst
End;

Algorithm 5.4.5

// The M < M < RA < a > > > operator data structure declaration
in object pascal
Type

MMRATArrow = Record
src: N;
Link_1 : ATlbl;

End;

 
 
 



Tlbl = Record
Ibl E;
Link_2 ATdst;

End;

Tdst = Set
Record

dst
End;

y
Set of LA< a >

1M

a
src.lbl,dst

SetofRA< a>

1M

Map from record
src : N;
Ibl : E;

end to Set of N;

Map from N to Set of
record

Ibl : E;
dst : N;

end;

Map from N to
begin

Map from E to Set of N
end;

Figure 5.11: A transformation example of < a > using LA, RA and M

operators.

 
 
 



In Figure 0.11 we have the six different representations of a being transformed

into the six different relations using RA, LA and M.

Name Amount Owes
John $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

Name
John
Irene
Peter
Peter

In Figure 5.14 we have the source binary relation LA < a > mapped to a

function. Note: LA or RA operators are necessary to form a binary relation

before M can be applied. Using M, the binary relations are then mapped to

a function. Note that instead of starting with a we could have started with

any of the original six permutations.

 
 
 



$15 PeterJOhnG:/.~$100

• $2 -;J, Name ~

. John /..,.
Ire~e Irene

Peter --..

Peter ~

Name
John
Irene
Peter
Peter

5.5 Digraph Taxonomy

Now that we have discussed all required operators and structures required

to represent digraphs we can continue with building up an implementation

taxonomy. This taxonomy has no closely related work associated with it and

 
 
 



$15 Peter-------------....
JOhn-('. . / ••~ $100.~?

$5

Irene•

Name Amount Owes

JOhn $15 Peter
Irene $5 Peter
Peter $2 John
Peter $100 Peter

Name Amount
John $15
Irene $5
Peter $2
Peter $100

the core idea is presented as new. The root of the taxonomy is normally

represented by the simplest concept (in our case the simplest digraph imple-

mentation). The simplest digraph implementation we can consider is a set

of arrows in the form of a. Similarly, the six permutations of a are on the

same level of implementation as a and therefore we can make all six be the

circular root of the taxonomy tree. We can show the differences between the

six root nodes by labeling the links between them with the transformation

required to get from one to the other (R and T). We can use the word set

to represent the set implementations and use a right arrow (---t) to represent
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Figure 5.15: Taxonomy of Digraph implementations. Note: ---t is used as a

shorthand to represent the Map relation.

Figure 5.15 depicts the digraph taxonomy. From the six root nodes we

can only continue to other implementations by applying the RA and LA op-

erations after which we can immediately apply the M operator. To make the

six branches of this circular rooted tree more obvious a star shape separator

 
 
 



line has been added between the branches. Note that all six implementation

branches are identical except for the order of the base elements src,lbl,dst.

5.6 Digraph Taxonomy Analysis

As the final conclusion to this chapter we can bring together all three

taxonomies and investigate the possible digraph implementations:

With the help of the taxonomy of Figure 5.1Gwe can quantify the number

of different sets implementations: LLS, AS, SAS, BSTS, DHS, BHS, RHS.

UM - Unsorted Maps
SM - Sorted Maps
HM - Hashing Maps
LLM - Linked List Maps
AM - Array Maps
SAM - Sorted Array Maps
BSTM - Binary Search Tree Maps
OHM - Direct Hashing
BHM - Bucket Hashing
RHM - Re-Hashing

Similarly, there are seven major implementations of maps observable in

Figure 5.16: LLM, AM, SAM, BSTM, DHM, BHM, RHM.

 
 
 



us - Unsorted Sets
SS - Sorted Sets
HS - Hashing Sets
LLS - Linked List Sets
AS - Array Sets
SAS - Sorted Array Sets
BSTS - Binary Search Tree Sets
DHS - Direct Hashing Sets
BHS - Bucket Hashing Sets
RHS - Re-Hashing Sets

With the help of the taxonomy of Figure fd5 it is easy to visualise that

Rand T operators give six variations of basic implementation of Q. Fur-

thermore, because of the symmetry between the branches of Figure 5.15 we

can consider the number of digraph implementation on one branch to be the

same on the other branches. In Figure 5.18 we can see the digraph taxonomy

of Figure 5.15 with some additions derived from the Figure: The number of

maps and sets required for the implementations.

There are six starting points of the Digraph taxonomy each with the

following implementations:
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Figure 5.18: Portion of the digraph implementation taxonomy with additions

for quantifying.

• One implementation that is a mixture of 2 Maps and a single set im-

plementation, i.e. 7 * 7 * 7 = 343

Because of the six starting points there are 6 * 462 = 2772 different major

digraph implementations within our digraph taxonomy reference discounting

policies. Please note that this number is by no means a representation of all

possible digraph implementations that may exist. The number of possible im-

plementations is practically infinite. This example demonstrates how easily

one can derive useful analytical information from the taxonomies. Without

these three taxonomies it would be much harder to analyse digraph imple-

mentations in such low level detail and accuracy.
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5.7 Summary of Digraphs

In this chapter we have defined digraphs and their program declarations. We

have looked at the atomic component of a digraph and manipulated it into

all its possible configurations with operators that we have introduced for this

purpose. Then we derived a taxonomy and integrated our foundings with the

taxonomies in the previous chapters. We shall now continue with the final

conclusions of this dissertation.

 
 
 



Chapter VI

Conclusion

The conclusions of this dissertation are summarised in this chapter.

In Chapter III we have defined a map and introduced an ADT for maps

with four main operators. We have continued with the systematic, cate-

gorised and uniform implementations of unsorted, sorted and hashed maps.

We have then collected the implementations in a taxonomy tree which repre-

sents the different implementations categorised according to similar features.

Similarly, in Chapter TV we have drawn up a taxonomy of set implementa-

tions. As a result, we can now see how the map and set implementations

are related to each other. In Chapter V we investigated the implementations

of the basic element of a graph (an arrow) and defined basic operators for

the manipulation of the arrows into all of its possible representations. Built

on the the taxonomies of the previous chapters, in chapter V we derived the

taxonomy of digraph implementations.

 
 
 



• The first two taxonomies presented in this dissertation cover areas of

computer science which have been discussed in data-structures books

for about three decades. A large effort was put into recreating the im-

plementations in a uniform representation from different sources, dif-

ferent language and often from scratch. With the help of re-working

an example of each of the implementations a number of hidden imple-

mentation possibilities were revealed and discussed.

• The taxonomies were built from a bottom up approach, with the con-

sideration of the most essential components, variations and common

features. The common features were then collected and were be pre-

sented together in a taxonomy.

• It does not not appear that taxonomies could be constructed for all

digraphs implementations. The implementations treated in this disser-

tation are the major forms of implementations of digraphs. However,

the implementations were structured in a manner where we could make

a clear distinction between what we consider two different implemen-

tations within our own frame of reference.

• The concluding digraph taxonomy integrated the work laid out by the

maps and sets taxonomies. The digraph taxonomy's root were the six

simplest graph implementations. The links between two the nodes of

the taxonomy represented the transformations that distinguished two

implementations. In contrast to this the maps and sets taxonomies

used representation invariants as the main basis for its categorisation.

These two different approaches proved to be quite practical. It is was

possible to draw up a concrete taxonomy of digraphs based on the map

and set taxonomies because both maps and sets were based on the

 
 
 



At first glance, it may appear that the taxonomies only serve to classify ex-

isting digraphs. This assumption would be highly erroneous because most

of the implementations derived from the taxonomy are not really useful and

probably do not exist. By combining the taxonomy details in new ways,

or by making use of techniques developed during the taxonomisation, it is

possible to construct new digraphs. The aim of the taxonomy was complete-

ness and practicality. Although practical implementation are easily identi-

fiable directly from the taxonomy, some practical elements used in digraph

programming such as iterators were not discussed because they were not re-

quired in this model. These practical elements were missed to certain extent

during the compilation of this dissertation. An open problem of incorporat-

ing some more practical elements used in some available C++ models still

remains and parts of the solution are currently in the works [I(ooO;j]. As a fi-

nal conclusion, we could state that a fine balance of theoretical and practical

computer science is probably the most important aspect of useful scientific

research.
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